Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim attends Arba\'een (memorial service on the fortieth
day after death) of Sheikh Yasir Khalifa a tribal figure of Al-Shahman
tribe of Kut

Chairman Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim stressed that the Iraqi
society was safeguarded by the Religious Authority, Husseini rituals and the Iraqi tribes,
recalling that the former regime when it targeted the structure of society carried out
striking Religious Authority at first, then stopping Husseini rituals and afterwards
targeting the tribal structure by making a number of figures close to the regime using money
to create loyal tribal leaders His eminence praised the role played by Al- Mayah tribes of
Al-Shahman tribe responding to the Religious Authority call and presenting alot of their
sons for the sake of Iraq, Iraqi soil and holy sites. This took place during the
participation of His Eminence in a memorial service on the occasion of the Arba\'een of
Sheikh Yasir Khalifa of the AL-Sahman tribe in Kut on Wednesday March 16, 2016.
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His Eminence indicated that the Supreme Council is supporting an inclusive reformation based
on a clear program, policies and procedures backed with legislation supporting the
reformation process, stressing that the Supreme Council is not a proponent of positions, but
advocates the reform that saves the country, calling for an end to the proxy management in
the independent bodies.
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In respect of security, His Eminence stated that the Iraqi security forces and the Popular
Forces have the initiative on battlefield and every day they recapture more lands from the
terrorist ISIS, stressing that ISIS is over as a political project, and eliminating its
presences only a matter of time, stressing on the participation of the Popular Forces at the
upcoming Battle of Mosul, and affirming that Iraq is self-sufficient with men.
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